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COVID-19 has focused significant attention on pulmonary biomechanics research. Even before this
respiratory-targeting pandemic, disease affecting the lung (e.g. asthma, COPD, pulmonary fibrosis,
etc.) were collectively the leading cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide, and yet pulmonary
research remains an under-developed. Computational models of the lung require experimental data to
inform construction; Recent strides in imaging and material characterization [1, 2], both in vivo and
ex vivo, at the organ [3], tissue [4], and microstructural [5] level has enabled the measures necessary
for the formulation of novel pulmonary simulations. Models are often disconnected, synthetically
siloing pulmonary behavior, such as bulk organ inflation, airway, and parenchyma structures, the lung
is a complex system with multiple mechanical schemes in place (i.e. fluids versus solids) in addition
to its multiscale nature. This mini-symposium is intended to invite computational research
highlighting any and all aspects of lung biomechanics, whether focused on one structure or an aspect
of lung modelling or more broad in approach. This mini-symposium aims to facilitate a
comprehensive representation and review of pulmonary modeling within the community today.
The objective of this mini-symposium is to spark discussions centered on devising new techniques or
adapting traditional methods to formulate computational lung models which are both accurate and
enable interactions across the scales. Physiologically accurate simulations of the lung system can set
the stage for future optimization of surgical interventions, assessment of patients’ response to
treatment, and serve as possible diagnostic methods, to ultimately improve pulmonary medicine and
patient care.
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